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“Our separation of each other is an optical illusion of 
consciousness.” Albert Einstein

“Behind the scenes, high ranking Air Force officers are 
soberly concerned about UFOs. But through official 
secrecy and ridicule, many citizens are led to believe the 
unknown objects are nonsense.” Vice Admiral Roscoe H. 
Hillenkoetter, First Director of the CIA and MJ 12 member

“A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its 
opponents and making them see the light, but rather 
because its opponents eventually die, and a new 
generation grows up that is familiar with it.” Max Planck, 
the Father of Quantum Physics

INTRODUCTION
! In this mini-book you will find out about the US 
Defense Departmentʼs remote viewing research, which is 
popularly referred to as the Star Gate program. Iʼm not a 
remote viewing practitioner, but I have known those who 
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are. Iʼve seen skilled remote viewers at work and know 
what can be done with this discipline. Also Iʼve received 
training in psychic self defense and remote psychic 
healing. And some of my trainers were skilled remote 
viewers. So I do have a background in psychic practice 
and research. My modest book here doesnʼt teach you 
how to do remote viewing, but if you are interested in 
learning this discipline, this volume would be a brief 
introduction. My intention here is to give the reader a 
reasonable overview of how and why remote viewing 
works. However, the main reason for this discussion of  
remote viewing is to show what it reveals about the human 
mind and how those revelations relate to the issue of 
extraterrestrial intelligence.
! We are not isolated beings trapped on Earth island 
alone in this dark region of space. We are mentally 
expansive beings connected to our galaxy and to the 
Cosmos at large. There are other intelligent beings out 
there in the vast territories among the stars. Some of them 
despise humanity and would destroy us. But some of them 
respect us and would see us survive. And some of them 
have already traveled unseen to our Earth to judge our 
species. This is not what we have been told by the 
authorities of our world, but it is the truth nonetheless. 
There has been a considerable effort on the part of the 
authorities to suppress all public awareness of psychic 
ability and of extraterrestrial intelligence. Itʼs been said that 
knowledge is power, and this is doubly true when it comes 
to a knowledge of these subjects.



STAR GATE REMOTE VIEWING
! During the Cold War, the government of the United 
States found out that the Soviet Union was doing research 
into psychic power. Fearing that this might give them an 
advantage, the Defense Intelligence Agency, DIA, started 
their own classified research in response. This research 
officially began around 1975. Much of the research would 
come to be involved with remote viewing. This practice 
was described as a type of clairvoyance in which persons 
and events could be perceived at at distance through an 
extrasensory means. In 1991 this research program was 
named Star Gate. In 1995, the oversight for the program 
was then transferred from the DIA to the CIA. Soon after 
this transfer, the CIA hired a research group to analyze the 
success of Star Gate. The report released by this research 
group suggested that remote viewing worked, but doubts 
were expressed about its effectiveness.
! The official disinformation story told by the Skeptics of 
remote viewing is that this practice has been proven to be 
a complete failure. They would have you believe that after 
approximately twenty years of research done at an 
expense of twenty million dollars, the government ended 
Star Gate because it concluded that remote viewing was a 
pseudoscience. However any honest researcher is forced 
to conclude is that the Skeptics are mistaken and that the 
CIA lied.
! The CIAʼs History of Lies:



! One reason you should question the CIAʼs report 
condemning the Star Gate program is because the CIA 
has a long history of telling lies. Here are just a few 
examples of the many times when the CIA was caught in a 
bald-faced lie.
! During the Reagan Administration the CIA lied about 
the fact that it was involved in smuggling cocaine from 
Central American as a way of funding the Contra War in 
Nicaragua. Allegations by former DEA agent Celerino 
Castillo drew the attention of the journalist Gary Webb. He 
would go on expose the fact that the CIA was behind the 
crack epidemic of the 1980s.
! Furthermore, the CIA was involved in creating the 
false intelligence which lead to the 2003 Iraq Invasion. 
Using a questionable source named “curveball” they 
ignored warnings from reliable intelligence sources and 
falsely concluded that Saddam Hussein was creating 
Weapons of Mass Destruction.
! In another incident, news sources revealed 
information from an unreleased Senate report in 2012. 
These showed that the CIA had lied about its post 9/11 
torture program, exaggerating its effectiveness and 
understating its brutality.
! Again, in another incident, the CIA was caught in a 
blatant lie following the Boston Marathon Bombing of 
2013. Directly contradicting previous public statements, 
the CIA was forced to admit that bombing suspect 
Tamerlan Tsarnaev was a former CIA asset in Russia who 
they had put on a terrorist watch list prior to the bombing.



! In 2014 CIA Director John Brennan was caught in a 
lie when he said, “Let me assure you that the CIA was in 
no way spying on the Senate.” In fact, the CIAʼs own 
Inspector General completely contradicted that statement 
by admitting that the CIA had hacked into the computers of 
Senate staffers.
! And these are only a few highlights in the CIAʼs long 
history of deliberate misinformation. So it should be no 
surprise to anyone that the CIA also lied about the 
effectiveness of the Star Gate program. What actually took 
place was that the government decided to conceal from 
the public the alarming effectiveness of psychic ability. The 
Star Gate program had demonstrated that it was possible 
to psychically manipulate the minds of unsuspecting 
persons. Those in power wanted this revelation kept 
secret. So the government took oversight authority for this 
program away from the DIA and gave it to the professional 
liars at the CIA. Thus the cover-up began.
! The History of Psychic Research:
! To understand the Star Gate research program, you 
have to understand what preceded it.
! If we were to really go back into a time when human 
beings first started using their psychic abilities, we would 
have to go back into neolithic times. We would talk of how 
tribal shaman used primitive rituals to create altered states 
of consciousness. We would talk of tribal peoples who 
would go on vision quests. And we would talk of how they 
painted such visions onto rock faces and the walls of 
caves. For, until relatively modern times, there has never 



been a time when human beings did not use their psychic 
abilities.
! Although there are those who believe that human 
civilization existed prior to Sumer, most contemporary 
historians attribute the Ancient Sumerians with the 
beginning of human civilization some six thousand years 
ago. However, undoubtably, there were highly organized 
cultures which preceded Sumer. Some of these cultures 
left behind ruins which still speak to their greatness. The 
Gobekli Tepe Temple Complex in Turkey dates back to the 
10th-8th millennium BCE, for example. However the 
Sumerians did have a farming society which had many of 
the features that we today associate with civilization. They 
had irrigation for crops, laws, courts, armies, Kings and 
most importantly, written language. Their cuneiform tablets 
written on clay have survived to this day.
! And one thing that we have learned from these 
writings is that the ancient Sumerians were very 
concerned with psychic predictions. Their system of 
astrology seems to have influenced astrological systems 
throughout  the world. And they were concerned with 
numerous other forms of divination.
! Throughout the ancient world, itʼs difficult to find any 
culture that did not concern itself with one form of psychic 
ability or another. In ancient Greece, there was the famous 
Oracle of Delphi. This lasted from 1400 BC until the 4th 
Century AD. And there are numerous other examples of 
ancient institutions and practices concerned with psychic 
ability.



! Knowledge of these ancient beliefs can be found in 
Hermetic teachings. Hermes is the name of an ancient 
author. His teachings describe alchemy, astrology and 
theurgy. Alchemy was a proto-science studied by Isaac 
Newton and other early natural philosophers. It marked 
the beginnings of chemistry and physics. Theurgy is 
considered to be divine magic. It is the science of divine 
works. Among other things, this is the use of ritual to 
acquire sacred knowledge and to remotely influence the 
events of the world. Theurgy is distinguished from Goetia, 
also known as sorcery, which is used to invoke demons. 
Hermetic writings would eventually be forbidden by the 
Medieval Christian Church. But nonetheless Hermetic 
teachings did influence Western Civilization and were an 
important aspect of the Renaissance. Powerful secret 
societies based on Hermetic knowledge exist to this day.
! Spiritualism was a popular movement in England and 
the United States from the 1840s to the 1920s. This was a 
movement largely concerned with raising the spirits of the 
dead. It was populated mostly by frauds who used tricks to 
deceive those bereaved persons who were mourning their 
loved ones. However it did spawn some of the earliest 
scientific research into psychic ability.
! The Society for Psychical Research was founded in 
London in 1882. It was concerned with thought-
transference, mesmerism, mediumship, ghosts, seances 
and the life force. A similar organization in the United 
States was the American Society for Psychical Research. 
This was founded by William James who is sometimes 



referred to as the Father of American Psychology. 
Although such organizations brought respect to psychic 
research, they produced little practical results. In some 
cases they did debunk certain psychic frauds. And they did 
in other cases endorse some individuals whom they 
concluded were legitimately psychic. But this type of early 
psychic research was largely driven by a desire to study 
and promote metaphysical philosophy.
! In the 1930s and 1940s Joseph Rhine popularized the 
idea of parapsychology with his research. He founded the 
Rhine Research Center as a successor to the Duke 
University Parapsychology Laboratory. He is largely 
remembered for his use of Zener Cards in his psychic 
research. These cards consist of geometric symbols such 
as a square, circle, star and so forth. Although you see the 
beginnings of a scientific method in this research, there is 
little practical application that can be made from this type 
of early parapsychological research.
! The Christian Edgar Cayce, on the other hand, was 
primarily concerned with using his psychic powers to 
benefit others. He became famous for doing readings in 
which he used his psychic powers to help people, 
particularly with health issues. He founded the Association 
for Research and Enlightenment, A.R.E., in the 1930s. 
Countless persons were helped by him and he did much 
to promote the holistic health movement.
! In the post-WWII era, as Eastern Philosophy became 
popular in the West, it also came to influence psychic 
research and practice. One example of this is the 



Japanese healing technique known as Reiki. This word is 
translated as Universal Life Force. Reiki Healers are 
known to send healing energy to clients in remote 
locations. Other examples of Eastern influence are found 
in the Hindu concepts of kundalini and the chakras. 
Kundalini could be simplistically described as a spiritual 
energy which arises up from the base of the spine 
resulting in an experience of enlightenment. The chakras 
are psychic centers in the body which may be visualized 
as spinning wheels. These are located along the spine and 
at key points in the brain. A synergy of new cultural 
influences as well as advanced scientific understandings 
took place in the 1950s and 1960s. This fusion of ancient 
wisdom guided by the scientific method resulted in a 
highly progressive research environment. There were 
actually a number of successful psychic research 
programs taking place in California and elsewhere. All of 
this would contribute to the emergence of the remote 
viewing research.
! Stanford Research Institute, SRI:
! SRI has been around in one form or another since 
1946. It performs client sponsored research and 
development for governmental agencies as well as 
business interests. Itʼs a highly respected research 
organization which has received a thousand patients. Itʼs 
been involved with environmental issues, science and 
technology. During the 1970s the SRI physicists Russell 
Targ and Harold E. Puthoff conducted experiments into 
psychic abilities. 



! A great deal of propaganda has been disseminated 
which claims that these experiments were a complete 
failure, but nothing could be further from the truth. The 
disinformation about the success of the SRI psychic 
research stems from the fact that the United States 
government is obsessed with keeping secrets. And the last 
thing that government officials want is for ordinary citizens 
to use their psychic insights to expose governmental 
corruption. So the government sponsored both the psychic 
research itself and then the following disinformation 
campaign which discredited this research.
! SRI is one of the most respected research institutes in 
the world, and common sense should tell you that it would 
not have allowed researchers to spend years working on 
psychic research had such research not proved itself valid 
time and time again.
! As top physicists in their field, Russell Targ and 
Harold E. Puthoff understood the significance of quantum 
physics to the application of psychic technology. And they 
were well suited for developing a new technology because 
of their backgrounds. Harold E. Puthoff had worked with 
tunable lasers and electron beam devices. He would 
eventually become the founder of a Corporation and 
several prominent scientific research organizations. Prior 
to working on psychic research, Russell Targ worked on 
laser technology for the Technical Research Group and 
Sylvania Electronic Systems. In 1970s he joined Puthoff in 
the SRI Electronics Bioengineering Laboratory as a senior 
research Physicist. They would do psychic research there 



for a number of years. After leaving SRI, Targ worked on 
electro-optics as a senior staff scientist for Lockheed 
Missiles Space Company. Their otherwise impeccable 
careers as research scientists stand in contrast with the 
criticism of their work for SRI, which is often described by 
Skeptics as pseudoscience.
! The attacks on the scientific credibility of their SRI 
psychic research seem to be lead by the Amazing Randi, 
who is a Las Vegas stage magician with no degree in the 
sciences. Although claiming to be a scientific Skeptic, he 
lacks any experience working with authentic scientific 
research and development. Although his debunking of the 
more obvious psychic and religious frauds is to be 
admired, he lacks all discernment when it comes to 
distinguishing between those obvious fakers and the 
serious scientific research done at SRI. I believe that this 
lack of discernment may be intentional. I consider the 
possibility that he is a well-funded front-man for those 
disinformation agents who would hide in the shadows. I 
would suggest to the reader that the propaganda attacks 
on the SRI and DIA remote viewing research projects are 
nothing more than a typical misinformation campaign. 
Perhaps the greatest magic trick that this illusionist has 
ever performed is to convince the public that heʼs an 
objective man of science.
! The Physics of Psychic Ability:
! But letʼs go back to what actual scientists have to say 
about the real science involved with remote viewing. I 
believe that Targ, Puthoff as well as the nuclear physicist 



Edwin C. May have all appreciated the two scientific 
principles explained below. These pioneering psychic 
researchers have well understood how these principles 
apply to the subject of psychical research.
! Although I am not a physicist, I have worked on the 
radio and internet with Rich Winkel of 
thoughtcrimeradio.com, and he does have a degree in 
physics. There are two concepts from physics which in 
particular relate to the subject of psychic ability. These are 
holographic intelligence and quantum nonlocal 
interconnectedness. Both of these principles are well 
proven by scientific research. However, itʼs difficult for the 
average person to comprehend these principles because 
they feel so counterintuitive.
! In recent years scientists have greatly progressed in 
terms of understanding the universe. They have 
discovered new theories, one of which is the Holographic 
Principle.
! Before we go into that, we need to cover the subject 
of holography. A hologram is a 3-D (three-dimensional) 
photograph, made with the help of a laser.
! In holography, two light waves come together to 
create an interference pattern. To visualize what an 
interference pattern is, imagine that you are standing by a 
pond whose surface is perfectly calm. You throw a pebble 
into the pond thus causing waves, in concentric circles, to 
radiate outward from where it hit the pond. You throw a 
second pebble into the pond with the same result. When 



the wave patterns from these two pebbles run into one 
another, you get an interference pattern.
! To have wave interference for holography you need at 
least two light waves. The first wave bounces off the 
object, thereby taking its shape. We call this the object 
wave. The second wave of light, that has not bounced off 
the object, is used to perform interference. Itʼs called the 
reference wave. When an object wave meets a reference 
wave, they create a standing wave-pattern of interference.
! This standing wave-pattern is captured on film. This 
photographic record is called a hologram. After you 
develop the film and look at this hologram, all you see is a 
meaningless image of light and dark lines. However, when 
this hologram is exposed to a laser light beam, you can 
observe a 3-D image made of light which reproduces the 
original object.
! As a famous holographic princess once said, “Help 
me Obi Wan Kanobi youʼre my only hope.”
! Whatʼs significant about this is, that unlike normal 
photographs, every part of a hologram contains all the 
information possessed by the whole. This has lead to the 
principle that says, "all of an object is in every part.” This is 
called the Holographic Principle. Therefore, if we take 
something apart, which is constructed of a hologram, we 
will get a smaller version of the whole rather than just one 
piece of the whole.
! What Iʼve been told is this, if you were to cut off part of 
a hologram and use a laser to create a holographic image 



with whatʼs left, you would still get the same image as 
before, but with less resolution.
! There are many ways in which you can see the 
Holographic Principle in nature. For example, the DNA 
which is in every cell contains a complete blueprint for the 
entire body. All of the organism is in every part.
! This Holographic Principle suggests an entirely new 
understanding of how our universe is made. Scientists 
have started using the Holographic Principle to explain 
advanced theories for physics. All of the Cosmos is in 
every part of it. What this means in simple terms is that 
within every part of the Cosmos is a complete knowledge 
of the entire Cosmos. To make this even more personal, 
what this means is that on the deepest level of your 
consciousness, all of the knowledge contained in Cosmic 
consciousness is also contained within you. And the 
universe could not possibly be constructed in any other 
way.
! The second principle is quantum nonlocal 
interconnection. A quantum is a subatomic quantity of 
energy. It is the smallest of measurable particles. The 
study of these are the basis of quantum physics. This is a 
description of the space-time continuum which defies 
classical mechanics. 
! The term classical mechanics describes the system of 
physics begun by Isaac Newton and other 17th century 
natural philosophers. It was built upon the earlier 
astronomical theories. These theories of physics were 
developed long before the emergence of quantum physics 



and Einsteinʼs Relativity. Classical mechanics does a good 
job of explaining the motion of planets or even the 
movement of balls on a billiard table, however these 
theories of physics completely fail to explain the 
mechanics of subatomic particles.
! Itʼs been proven that under certain conditions twin 
particles that have been separated by distance still remain 
connected in some way. But this connection is not through 
the sequential motions of cause and effect as described in 
classical mechanics. To visualize this, imagine a billiard 
table with two balls on it. In classical mechanics, in order 
for one billiard ball to influence the other, it would have to 
roll across the table and hit it. But if you shrink this image 
down to a subatomic level, then quantum mechanics 
replaces classical mechanics. So if you wiggle one billiard 
ball on one side of the table, this automatically and 
remotely influences the other billiard ball to wiggle. But this 
is just a visualization to help you picture the difference 
between classical and quantum mechanics.
! In quantum mechanics itʼs been observed that the 
emission of two photons or two elementary particles from 
a common source can become entangled even though 
they travel away from each other at the speed of light. If 
you influence one of them, the other one is influenced as 
well. Einsteinʼs Special Relativity postulated that things 
traveling away from each other at the speed of light are 
disconnected, so there would be no way for 
communication between them to take place. But this is the 
point where classical mechanics fails to apply and 



quantum mechanics has to take over. This interconnection 
canʼt be through light, which is the fastest expression of 
energy in the material universe. So quantum mechanics 
only makes sense if there is a deeper level of pure 
consciousness and information upon which the entire 
Cosmos is based.
! “All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a 
force...We must assume behind this force the existence of 
a conscious and intelligent Mind. This Mind is the matrix of 
all matter.” Max Planck, quantum physicist
! These revelations compel you to consider the idea of 
a Universal Mind which manifests the existence of the 
material universe from a subatomic level. Therefore what 
actually connects subatomic particles is a cosmic 
intelligence. So this idea of nonlocal connection 
transcends the limits of even Einsteinʼs original theory. And 
it makes it clear that we live in an Intelligent Universe. The 
quantum physicist David Baum called this phenomenon 
quantum interconnectedness. Nonlocal connection may be 
the most important discovery in all of science because it 
demonstrates the extent to which classical mechanics has 
misperceived the deeper reality of our living universe.
! Classical mechanics and quantum mechanics are the 
two major aspects of physics. Classical mechanics 
describes the set of physical laws defining the motion of 
bodies under the influence of a system of forces. Classical 
mechanics does a good job in explaining the motion of 
macroscopic objects, such as projectiles or the parts of 
machinery. It also describes the movement of astronomical 



objects, such as spaceships, galaxies, planets, moons or 
stars. It can even deal with the motions of solids, liquids 
and gases. However, classical mechanics only provides 
accurate results when the domain of application is 
restricted to large objects. It also fails to apply when the 
speeds involved with the object begin to approach the 
speed of light. When the object being dealt with becomes 
sufficiently small, as in the subatomic realm, then you 
need to use quantum mechanics. This science reconciles 
the macroscopic laws of physics with the atomic and 
subatomic nature of matter. So as you go into the 
subatomic realm, the laws of physics change. Until 
quantum physics came along, scientists tended to think of 
the universe as being like a giant machine. They 
conceived of the universe as being without awareness or 
intelligence. Now the most advanced scientists realize that 
the actual building blocks of the universe are 
consciousness and information.
! So ask yourself this: What is the size of a thought? 
How big is a unit of mental conception?
! If the basic building blocks of mental energy are 
subatomic, then the rules of classical mechanics donʼt 
apply to them. So the human mind actually operates on 
the rules of quantum mechanics. The physical body may 
be limited by the rules of classical mechanics but the mind 
is not. The brain itself may be subject to the laws of 
classical mechanics. But the mind itself is the 
consciousness and informational aspect of the brainʼs 
functions. And the mind is made up of subatomic energies 



which transcend classical mechanics and only obey the 
laws of quantum mechanics. Hence, quantum nonlocal 
interconnectedness applies to the mind. And this 
realization changes everything.
! The significance of all this to psychic research is that 
it explains why human minds are entangled to one 
another. So this explains why telepathy is possible. And, in 
fact, on a subconscious level of mind, telepathy is 
unavoidable. You are subconsciously and telepathically 
connected to everyone else. There is no way that you 
could not be. The universe is designed this way. The 
people who we call telepaths are simply taking 
subconscious information and making it conscious.
! What quantum nonlocal connection also explains is 
why, in remote viewing, mental abilities are not limited by 
the barriers of space and time. The natural laws which 
govern space and time in classical mechanics do not 
apply to quantum mechanics. Space and time are barriers 
to light and matter, but quantum nonlocal connections do 
not respect these barriers. Space and time do limit the 
abilities of the physical body, but they are not barriers to 
what the mind can know. The arrow of time governs the 
laws of classical mechanics. Time only flows sequentially 
from the past to the future in classical mechanics. But time 
exists as a holistic continuum on the deepest subatomic 
level. The arrow of time does not restrict quantum reality 
the way that it does in classical physics.
! The arrow of time restricts the physical body. The 
physical body is always stuck in the present time, always 



moving from the past to the future. But the mind can 
escape this prison of the arrow of time. The mind can run 
free in any direction, past or future, and to any time period. 
The mind does not have to move sequentially, it can pop 
from one time period to another instantaneously. So time 
is not a barrier for trained psychics who know how the 
mind really works.
! What the Holographic Principle explains is how you 
can have knowledge of a remote location in the universe 
from your present position in space and time. Within a 
deep level of your mindʼs consciousness is a complete 
mental blueprint of the entire Cosmos. If you can access 
this deep level of mind, you gain access to an accurate 
model of the entire universe. And with mental 
concentration, through a nonlocal connection, you can 
access any location in any time period in the Cosmos.
! The Holographic Principle and quantum nonlocal 
interconnection are really revolutionary concepts, but they 
are nonetheless scientifically valid. These are well proven 
scientific principles.
! My book on Psychic Abilities:
! The above principles of physics explain why psychic 
abilities work and how they are possible. Remote viewing 
is only one form of psychic practice which takes 
advantage of these new revelations. I am the author of the 
book, Psychic Development for Prosperity, Self Defense & 
Political Influence. In it I describe techniques for psychic 
development which were created by a Christian think tank 
of psychic researchers. Some of these researchers had 



studied ancient Hermetic teachings, some of them had 
studied A.R.E. materials and some of them had studied 
remote viewing as well as other psychic practices which 
were explored in the governmentʼs psychic research 
programs. These Christian think tank researchers have not 
trained me in remote viewing, but have they have trained 
me in psychic practices based on the same principles. 
Everything Iʼve learned from them Iʼve put into my book on 
Psychic Development. This book was written not just for 
Christians but for everyone. These techniques in my book 
are much easier to learn than remote viewing and they are 
safer to practice. Furthermore they have a wider scope of 
applications than does remote viewing. To find out about 
my book on Psychic Development visit this link below.
http://angelicdefenders.theshamecampaign.com

! However, I have to admit that skilled remote viewers 
are very impressive in what they can do with this unique 
discipline. Truly, remote viewing is a mental technology 
created by skilled research scientists.
! The Scientific Method:
! When physicists of SRI got together with a psychic 
named Ingo Swann, a reliable set of protocols emerged. 
These protocols represent an exact methodology. This is a 
mental technology rather than a machine technology. But 
the development of any technology arises from the same 
type of process which involves ongoing research and 
experimentation.
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! The scientific method involves experimentation 
through trial and error. For example, the first electrical light 
is usually attributed to Humphry Davy created in 1809. But 
it was impractical for general use. However, the idea for a 
practical electric light never died. Seventy years later, 
Thomas Edison, after thousands of experiments, came up 
with a light bulb that could shine for 1500 hours. This is 
how real science works, it takes years of research and 
development as well as many experiments.
! Most of the Skeptics of remote viewing are stage 
magicians with no real training in science, or they are 
insignificant scientists with mediocre intellects. If the 
Skeptics movement had been in charge of inventing the 
light bulb, they would have insisted that all research into 
the electric light bulb cease after one or two failed 
experiments. They would have declared that the electric 
light bulb was scientifically impossible. Thereafter they 
would have accused anyone who believed in the 
possibility of the electric light bulb of being mentally ill or a 
fraud. This denial of the possibility of the electric light bulb 
would be insisted upon because they, the Skeptics, had 
proven its impossibility through one or two failed 
experiments.
! Real science involves continual experimentation and 
improvement which takes place a little at a time over a 
period of years. And thatʼs what took place with the mental 
technology of remote viewing. Some of the experiments 
for remote viewing were unsuccessful and poorly 
conceived. And when compelled to demonstrate remote 



viewing under stressful conditions, remote viewers do 
often fail to perform well. But in spite of failed experiments 
and other set backs, the SRI and the DIA continued their 
work on remote viewing techniques. Over time, a workable 
methodology for remote viewing did emerge.
! Remote Viewing (RV) Described:
! “The acquisition and description, by mental means, of 
information blocked from ordinary perception by distance, 
shielding or time.”
! This was the Defense Intelligence Agencyʼs official 
definition for remote viewing as found in a document from 
1986.
! According to the late Lt. Colonel Gabrielle Pettingell, 
the DIA and the CIA ran a number of remote viewing 
programs under different names such as Sun Streak, 
Scanate, Grill Flame, Gondola Wish and other names 
which were once classified. But the public tends to think of 
all of this remote viewing research as going under the 
name of Star Gate. This is because Star Gate is the name 
that was being used for the remote viewing program at the 
time of its media exposure.
! Although there are a number of different ways in 
which remote viewing may be done, all of them have these 
things in common. They are trainable. Their results can be 
reproduced by others. And they all have a structured set of 
protocols (procedures) of some kind.
! One thing that most remote viewers have in common 
is a desire to reduce what they call mental noise. This is 
anything which interferes with the perception of accurate 



information through a mental means. Jumping to 
conclusions gets in the way. Substituting imagination for 
mental perception gets in the way. And analytical overlay 
can contaminate information. 
! Sometimes the analytical mind will automatically fill in 
gaps and overlay a psychic perception with what seems 
like a reasonable conclusion, and this will prevent 
information from coming in through a purely nonlocal 
connection. In other words, the information will come from 
the intellect rather than from a psychic process. Analytical 
overlay is similar to what remote viewers call data-fitting. 
! Sometimes a remote viewer will receive a little bit of 
information and then try to fit in data to complete the 
picture. Suppose you saw an image that looked something 
like the tail of a cat. It might be a snake, it might be a 
garden hose, but you donʼt know what it is. Letʼs say you 
have an audio impression of a catʼs meow. So you put the 
two impressions together. You take two separate pieces of 
data and try to fit them together. Although this may be 
logical, it may also be untrue. And this sort of logical 
analysis distracts you from pure psychic perception. So 
this too is just another form of mental noise which gets in 
the way of pure extrasensory perception.
! In any system of psychic perception, you want to 
avoid logic, imagination and memory. All of these cause 
mental noise. In the pure silence of nonlocal connection, 
you perceive reality by looking inward to your deep 
intuitive knowledge.



! Even a telepathic connection to another personʼs 
mind can pollute information about a remote environment. 
Therefore all remote viewing systems have strategies to 
eliminate these types of mental noise.
! In defining remote viewing, we should understand 
what it is not. It isnʼt a clairvoyant stream of mental image 
pictures in the mind. It isnʼt astral projection. It isnʼt 
automatic writing. It isnʼt divination. It isnʼt channeling. And 
it isnʼt an Out of Body Experience, known as OBE. 
Although these other psychic disciplines are possible, and 
some can be trained, remote viewing is a unique system 
which arose originally from the SRI and DIA research.
! In remote viewing, the viewer receives little packets of 
information. These are like pieces of a puzzle. When the 
viewer as able to put these puzzle pieces together 
accurately, he or she comes up with an accurate picture or 
accurate information. And the way that the remote viewer 
comes up with these puzzle pieces is by asking himself 
questions.
! Protocols in Psychic Training:
! All forms of successful psychic practices involve 
protocols. These are a set of exact procedures to follow 
during the process. You donʼt just wing it, you train 
yourself to use visualization, imagination, spoken 
affirmations and physical actions in a ritualistic fashion.
! This remote viewing practice involves the exact 
wording of questions and a standard operating procedure 
which gives the remote viewer an exact set of actions to 
take no matter what happens. And thatʼs where Ingo 



Swannʼs protocols come in. Basically his approach to 
remote viewing involved the asking of questions. The 
remote viewer follows a set of exact procedures. He asks 
himself questions about the target and then answers those 
questions by consulting his own mental sensitivity. This 
type of remote viewing is a mind/body practice. The 
remote viewer keeps his eyes open and is physically 
active while doing the remote viewing. Heʼs looking for 
clues that will reveal subconscious mental perceptions of a 
remote environment. He consults his own inner connection 
to the universe by asking questions about a target, and 
then he physically feels his own intuitive responses as he 
writes them down.
! You should know that the remote viewer is not 
hypnotized in the process of using the protocols. He is 
wide awake and is programing his own thoughts and 
consciousness the way that a computer programer might 
operate a computer. And when the protocols are followed, 
remote viewing does work well in achieving its goal of 
information gathering.
! Remote Viewing Techniques:
! In some forms of psychic practice there is a monitor 
who assists the psychic. Iʼve acted as a monitor in remote 
healing by assisting a remote healer in asking him 
questions and directing his attention. This can be useful in 
complex psychic practices because it allows the psychic to 
fully direct his or her attention upon the person who is 
being remotely healed or remotely viewed.



! And the remote viewers Iʼve known have an overseer 
who manages the remote viewers and any monitors that 
they might work with. By whatever name they call this 
chief of operations, at least some remote viewers work 
with an overseer. And by whatever name they use for this 
assistant, at least some remote viewers work with a 
monitor of some kind.
! Because the monitor can potentially get in the way of 
the remote viewing process, he or she also has to be 
someone who has been trained in remote viewing 
techniques. Iʼve never done any work as a monitor in 
remote viewing, but a couple of times I did observe a 
monitor working with a remote viewer. During the times 
when I personally witnessed this, the monitor was asking 
questions and directing the remote viewerʼs attention. But 
not all remote viewers work with monitors.
! You should understand that itʼs best to use a double-
blind procedure. What this means is that the remote 
viewer is not informed in advance about the nature of his 
target. The viewer doesnʼt know at first what he is working 
on. And any monitor who might work with the remote 
viewer is also kept blind. So it is a double-blind procedure. 
This is to say that you avoid what they call front-loading. If 
you give the remote viewer or his monitor information up 
front, this will bias the remote viewing. Letʼs say you want 
a remote viewer to observe an enemy army base. If you 
tell him beforehand what heʼs observing, heʼll 
subconsciously try to recall everything he knows about the 
enemy and about army bases in general. So when he 



consults his inner knowing, what heʼll be receiving is 
memory rather than psychic observations, and this will 
pollute the remote viewing process. Front-loading creates 
mental noise.
! Therefore many overseers use non-suggestive cueing 
targets when tasking a remote viewer. What that means 
that you might describe the target with a set of randomly 
chosen numbers, but not with a name that would suggest 
any meaning. Instead of saying that you want the remote 
viewer to view an enemy base, you would tell the remote 
viewer that you want him to view something like, “target 
815497.” And only you would know what the target really 
is. The viewer would only know the the target as 815497. 
As the overseer, only you would know that this stands for 
“Semipalatinsk nuclear test base April 27th, 1973.” But the 
monitor who assists the remote viewer might not even 
know the target number. So everyone involved is given 
information on a strict need-to-know basis. By using non-
suggestive cues, you avoid front-loading.
! Also, there is the use of multiple viewers. Really great 
remote viewers are correct perhaps only 70% of the time. 
And many skilled viewers are correct only 50% of the time. 
But if you have multiple viewers tasked with the same 
target, the majority viewpoint is likely to be correct. If this 
process is structured correctly, and you have enough 
multiple viewers, itʼs possible to produce information that 
is 100% correct. But itʼs important that the viewers and 
their monitors not know who the other viewers are 
because if they do they might subconsciously and 



telepathically read the minds of the other viewers rather 
than reading the target itself.
! I knew of a group of Christian psychics who created a 
unit of twenty-two specialists who would do remote 
viewing in an organized way. They were not connected to 
the the SRI or the DIA; so how they were organized was 
not a reflection of those groups. These Christian psychics 
had an overseer who managed the unit. He had spent 
more than a year creating and training the unit. He had a 
liaison assistant who would communicate with the other 
Christian group members outside of the unit. There were 
ten remote viewers. Each remote viewer had a monitor, 
and together the pair would form a two-person team. So 
all together there were ten remote viewers, ten monitors, a 
liaison and an overseer.
! All of these people had been recruited and trained by 
the overseer. Every person in the unit was trained 
separately from the others. The more talented psychics 
became the remote viewers and the less talented psychics 
became the monitors. None of the monitors or remote 
viewers knew the real names of anyone else in the unit. 
Once trained, the remote viewers never again met with the 
overseer or anyone else in the unit, except each with their 
respective monitor. In other words, once activated, the 
remote viewerʼs only contact with the unit would be with 
his or her monitor.
! The overseer only met with the monitors, and never 
together, only one at a time. Each target cue was written 
by the overseer and placed into a sealed envelope. 



Without looking at the target cue, the monitor would take 
this envelope and give it to the remote viewer on the 
scheduled day of the RV session. So only the remote 
viewer and the overseer knew the target cue. After each 
RV session, both the monitor and the remote viewer would 
write up a report which would then be delivered to the 
overseer by the monitor.
! The liaisonʼs only contact in the unit was the overseer. 
Once the unit had been activated, this group of Christian 
psychics who funded the unit and received information 
from it would only meet with the liaison. He would deliver 
to them reports compiled by the overseer which had been 
based on the RV sessions. In return, they would give the 
liaison cash for the unitʼs funding as well as its mission 
objectives. And he would deliver these to the overseer in a 
locked case that only the overseer could open.
! This group maintained a strict discipline designed to 
minimize the mental noise in the RV sessions and to 
maximize the groupʼs privacy. All of the two-person teams 
were kept separated from the other teams. The monitors 
and their remote viewer partners only met when working. 
When they met they dressed in plain, ordinary looking 
clothing. Each two-person team had access to a special 
room located in a remote area which they used only for 
the RV sessions. Everyone was kept separated as much 
as possible and given information only on a need-to-know 
basis. All of the unitʼs members lived normal lives and 
never talked about their remote viewing work with anybody 
outside of the unit. The remote viewers and monitors kept 



nothing in writing to connect them to the unit, and they 
were always only paid in cash. When they reported their 
income to the IRS, they didnʼt list their work as remote 
viewing.
! I donʼt know if any other remote viewing units are 
organized in this way or not. But this unit was incredibly 
effective in gathering data.
! The target which is tasked must be something known 
to exist and it must be something specific. You donʼt task a 
viewer with something vague like, “Any enemy spy you 
can find.” The target must be a specific person, place or 
thing. Furthermore, it must be specific in time.
! Remote viewing (RV) information is best used as a 
source of information that can be paired with other 
sources of information. For example, in 1973, RV 
specialist Pat Price was tasked with observing the Soviet 
military research facility at the Semipalatinsk nuclear test 
area. This data was paired with data from another 
information source when his drawings of a gantry for 
moving rockets was later confirmed by CIA satellite 
pictures.
! Some remote viewers actually do draw pictures of 
what they see, and many remote viewers train their 
drawing skills using the book Drawing on the Right Side of 
the Brain by Betty Edwards. When I was studying art 
history at the University, I used this book and was 
impressed by it. Whether you have natural talent or not, 
anyone can effectively learn a technique for drawing by 



using her methods, and the book also reveals something 
of the nature of the mind.
! Itʼs best to practice RV in an environment freed from 
distractors. These would be noises, electronic equipment, 
bright colors, hot or cold drinks, wall paintings, picture 
books, written materials, food, pets, unnecessary people 
or anything demanding attention. Even an unread book 
would attract the attention of the subconscious mind and 
thus become a distractor. So the more things you can 
clear out of the room that youʼre working in the better. The 
ideal environment would be a windowless and soundproof 
room where everything was colored middle gray. It might 
contain only a comfortable chair, table, writing utensils, 
paper and perhaps a glass of room temperature water. 
And it would be best if the temperature of the room is not 
too not or cold. Even something like the background noise 
of traffic outside could pollute the remote viewing. 
Subconsciously the viewer might add in the idea of 
automobiles into a target where there were no cars.
! The remote viewer should not be in a bad mood when 
doing the RV practice. This is called inclemencies. The 
internal emotions of the viewer might overlay the target 
and distort it. And so the viewer should also be sober, 
healthy, well rested and clear headed.
! During the training process, the remote viewer should 
be given prompt feedback. After the remote viewer has 
completed a task, he or she should be told what the target 
really was and all other information about the target. This 
way the student will stay interested and be able to judge 



his or her progress. And not all remote viewing targets are 
as easy to view as others. A skilled trainer knows which 
targets are easy and which are difficult. A skilled trainer is 
able to match the targets to the skill level of the student.
! However, once a remote viewer becomes more 
skilled, immediate feedback becomes less important. Ingo 
Swann did an RV session of the planet Jupiter in 1973. In 
this session he drew Jupiter as having rings. But at that 
time these rings had never been observed before. 
However, years later, in 1979, space probe Voyager 1 flew 
by Jupiter and observed that the rings do in fact exist. With 
experience, this type of confidence becomes possible.
! Types of Remote Viewing:
! There is the out-bounder or the beacon form of 
remote viewing. In this practice one person, known as a 
scout, goes out to a randomly chosen target, and the 
remote viewer remains behind and remotely views the 
target being looked at by the scout. The remote viewer in 
such a case would have a telepathic connection with the 
scout, or would use the scout as a type of psychic 
touchstone to indicate what the viewing target is. My 
understanding of this type of remote viewing is that it was 
used in some of the earlier experiments on remote 
viewing, and it seems to be currently used mostly in 
training. If there are practical applications for this, I donʼt 
know what they are. A skilled remote viewer doesnʼt need 
a scout.
! ERV is Extended Remote Viewing. This is usually 
done lying down in a deep meditative state. The only 



person Iʼve known who used this type of remote viewing 
was extremely psychic to begin with and only used some 
of the typical remote viewing protocols. She would recline, 
stare at a blank ceiling and answer questions that were 
being asked by her monitor assistant. He would ask 
questions about the objects, persons, ideas, time, images 
and sensory perceptions related to the target. She would 
answer the questions and he would write down what she 
said. This could go on for twenty to forty minutes. And then 
when the session was over, they would write up a report 
and perform certain mental exercises to clean up any 
mental debris left over from the remote viewing process.
! During the remote viewing process, the mind of the 
remote viewer becomes entangled with the mind of the 
person being viewed. This can leave mental debris behind 
in the subconscious mind of the viewer. Letʼs say a viewer 
is viewing the mind of a killer. If the remote viewer doesnʼt 
clean out the mental debris from the session by 
deprogramming his subconscious mind, he might have 
insane thoughts of violence in his subconscious mind. 
Skilled remote viewers have techniques for dealing with 
this problem. And this is one reason why you shouldnʼt 
experiment with remote viewing techniques unless you are 
properly trained by a knowledgable expert.
! ARV is Associative Remote Viewing. Remote viewers 
have difficulty viewing numbers. Math skills and language 
are connected with the brain functions of the left 
hemisphere. Intuition and visualization are connected with 
the brain functions of the right hemisphere. Psychic 



insights are first brought in through right brain thinking, 
and then they are translated into left brain thinking. At 
least this is the theory. For whatever reason, very few 
remote viewers can view written language or numbers. Itʼs 
much easier to remote view pictures or something physical 
like tastes. So in order to have a precognitive knowledge 
of an event that involves numbers, you would need to 
associate a number with either a mental image picture or a 
taste sensation.
! For example, letʼs say you want to use remote 
viewing to predict whether or not a stock is going to go up 
or down in value. In this case you would be remote 
viewing an event which takes place in the future. You 
wouldnʼt try to remote view the numbers on a stock market 
report. Instead, to do this, you would do something like 
make a decision to hang up one of two pictures on the wall 
of your office as a response to the stockʼs performance. 
You might decide that if the stock goes up, you will hang 
up a picture of a smiling baby; but if the stock goes down, 
you will hang up a picture of a sad hobo. (You should 
know that itʼs easier to remote view a target which 
contains some strong emotion.) Then, having made this 
decision about what pictures to use, you would remote 
view your office as it will be in the future. (Remember, in 
remote viewing time is not a barrier. You canʼt change the 
past, but you can remote view it. And not everything about 
the future is predictable, but you can view probable future 
events.) When you remote view your office, targeting it on 
the future date of your choice, you will observe either the 



happy baby picture or sad hobo picture. Depending upon 
what you observe, that picture will signal whether or not 
the stock will go up or down by that date.
! To make this point clear, you are not remote viewing 
the stock market report. But at that future date when the 
report comes out, you will read the stock market report, 
and depending upon what it says, you will hang up the 
appropriate picture. Therefore you will be remote viewing 
only the picture. And depending upon which picture you 
observe through remote viewing, you will buy the stock or 
not.
! I have known some persons trained in remote viewing 
who have made themselves wealthy doing ARV practices 
similar to what Iʼve described here. You have to judge for 
yourself whether or not this is ethical.
! If you were to really do this type of precognitive 
prediction of the stock market, you would actually want a 
number of other remote viewers to be tasked with 
observing the picture. This is because your own feelings 
about the stocks might subconsciously pollute the RV 
session. And you would want the other viewers to operate 
on a double blind basis. So you would not tell them 
anything about the pictures or the stock market. And you 
would not use the same pictures twice.
! There are other ways to use ARV. Basically itʼs the 
form of remote viewing that you use when you need to 
acquire precognitive information involving exact language, 
symbols or numbers.



! However, the type of remote viewing that seems to be 
most reliable and useful is CRV, Controlled Remote 
Viewing. This is done sitting up with a pen and paper to 
systematically describe a target. This is done usually in at 
least four stages.
! Stage One: Describe the major Gestalt. A gestalt is 
the organized whole rather than its parts. Ask yourself if 
your target is land, water, a compound, a structure or a 
person?
! Stage Two: Describe the sensory data. What are the 
tastes, smells, colors, textures or sounds?
! Stage Three: Describe the dimensional 
characteristics. How big, how wide and what is the mass?
! Stage Four: Describe the intangible, qualitative nature 
of the target. What is it? How old? Things like this. This is 
where you start to put the pieces of the puzzle together.
! At least some controlled remote viewers use six 
stages. After doing the first four stages, you would start to 
break down the information and question why you wrote 
down what you did. You have to learn to recognize mental 
noise, to acknowledge it and to reject it. At some point you 
might go into a four dimensional assessment. The fourth 
dimension is time. You would position parts of the puzzle 
to one another and move around in time to get a complete 
picture.
! Iʼm not encouraging you to learn remote viewing 
unless you are very seriously committed to it. There are 
other, safer, systems of psychic training that are easier to 
learn. For example, training in Reiki remote healing is 



usually inexpensive and itʼs easy to learn. With Reiki, or 
other systems of psychic training such as astrology, there 
arenʼt the potential risks which exist in RV. And these other 
systems of psychic training do work when taught properly, 
and they do have their practical uses. Remote viewing is 
not for everyone. However, for various reasons, some 
people are drawn to RV.
! Most practical remote viewing is done with CRV and 
ARV. In order to learn CRV or ARV, you really need to 
work with an experienced remote viewer. You might learn 
the basics in four to nine days of training, but you will 
spend months mastering the techniques. This is not 
something you can just pick up by reading a book or 
looking at a video. Some RV trainers are very skilled and 
some are hacks. And the skilled trainers often tend to be 
expensive. And sometimes the hack trainers are 
expensive as well. So if you seek to learn remote viewing, 
you have to choose your trainer carefully.
! All of the RV training that is presently available to the 
public arose originally from persons who retired out of the 
DIAʼs remote viewing unit. There are still some veterans 
who originally worked with the DIA in its remote viewing 
program. And some of them do still train students. For 
example, at this time, Retired US Army Major Paul H. 
Smith still trains remote viewers. And there are others. 
There is a non-profit organization, IRVA, International 
Remote Viewer Association, which seems to be able to 
provide reliable information. The Hawaii Remote Viewerʼs 
Guild is a non-commercial group that has a positive 



reputation. But I canʼt advise you about this in any way, 
you have to take responsibility for your own choices if you 
decide to go down this path.
! Remote Viewing Mind Theory:
! Much of psychic training has to do with the interaction 
of the analytical conscious mind with the intuitive 
subconscious mind. All sensory and extrasensory 
information comes in below the level of consciousness. 
There is a mental barrier which acts to filter out most of 
this information before it reaches the level of 
consciousness. Less than 1% of this information makes it 
through to conscious awareness. You would be 
overwhelmed with information if this were not so. 
Therefore much of what the brain actually does is to filter 
out information that is not of value to the conscious mind.
! Think about the vast array of all of the sensory and 
extrasensory information that is coming into your 
subconscious mind at any given moment in time. At your 
deepest subconscious level of mind, you are connected to 
the entire Cosmos and to all beings in it. There are millions 
of data points coming into your mind at any time. So the 
process of remote viewing is to reduce all of those data 
points down to only one data point which can be answered 
only through nonlocal perception. Information is patterns 
of meaning. With any form of psychic training, you are 
learning to become sensitive to these patterns. In remote 
viewing, you dedicate a portion of your subconscious 
awareness in order to place it onto your target. But that 



target must be specifically defined in order to reduce the 
data points down to only one.
! For example, if you ask your psychic awareness for 
general information about an enemy army base, you 
would still be open to overwhelming data. So the overseer 
of the remote viewing process must think very carefully 
about defining the target. The remote viewer will have a 
nonlocal connection to the overseer and to the target. So if 
the overseer of the process has defined the target 
precisely, and the only cue that the remote viewer receives 
is a non-suggestive target number, all of those data points 
reduce down to only one data point that can be observed 
only through a purely mental process. Then it becomes a 
matter of teasing out this information through a set of 
exact protocols. In this way, that information which was in 
the subconscious becomes conscious.
! The analytical mind, which deals with numbers and 
language, is necessary for daily survival. But it hinders 
psychic insight. The less analytical information that you 
have about a target, the more likely you are to use a 
purely psychic means to acquire information about it. Our 
culture overtrains people to think with language, and in 
doing so it suppresses intuitive abilities. With training and 
practice, the psychic learns to let go of analytical 
processes and to act almost completely on intuition and 
trained-in habits. At that point in the training where 
everything becomes purely habitual, any psychic practice, 
such as remote viewing, becomes possible.
! Other Relevant Psychic Research:



! Coupled consciousness is research that is being done 
which demonstrates the nonlocal connection between 
persons. A number of studies from around the world have 
found similar results. Two persons in different rooms 
(which are shielded from electromagnetic influences) are 
each hooked up to an EEG machine. Their readings begin 
to synchronize when they are asked to think of one 
another. This is not a telepathic exchange but rather an 
extension of empathy through a nonlocal connection.
! But think of the significance of this coupled 
consciousness research. The word Noetic means inner 
mind or inner knowing. There are more than seven billion 
people on our planet now. And on a deep level of mind, 
your consciousness is coupled with all of them. This 
represents a vast collective mind which if tapped into 
through a Noetic process could yield profound knowledge.
! Between August 1982 and May of 1983, a controlled 
study was done in San Francisco General Hospitalʼs 
Coronary Unit. 393 patients participated in a double blind 
study to determine the influence of prayer on health. They 
were divided into two groups. One group was prayed for 
by volunteers and the other was not. The doctors and the 
patients did not know which patients were in which group. 
The study showed that the prayed-for group had higher 
recovery rates. They needed less CPR and had less need 
for mechanical ventilators. And there have been other 
similar studies which have showed that prayer can lower 
blood pressure in prayed-for persons. And prayer has 
been shown to have other positive health outcomes for the 



prayed-for person. All of this shows how people can 
remotely influence the lives of other persons.
! The Dark Side of Remote Influencing:
! Remote viewing research was only about receiving 
information through a psychic means, but it soon lead to 
remote influencing. This practice involved using some of 
the methods for remote viewing to contact a human target 
and to manipulate that person on a subconscious level of 
mind. So remote influencing is about using a psychic 
connection to manipulate the thoughts, behavior or health 
of another person. And this can be done without the other 
personʼs knowledge or permission.
! How much the US government knows about remote 
influencing is unknown to the public because such 
information remains classified. Remote viewer Joe 
McMoneagle, CW2, US Army, (Ret.), has said that 
probably less than two percent of all of the information in 
the twenty year RV research program has ever been 
released to the public. That means that the CIA is keeping 
more than 98% of this research from the public.
! So consider this, if CIA and its handlers have a 
technology by which they can covertly manipulate the 
health, thoughts and behaviors of others, isnʼt there a 
probability that they are abusing this mental technology?
! Lyn Buchanan is a well known RV trainer who once 
worked in the militaryʼs remote viewing unit. He has 
lectured about how remote influencing works. He was 
involved in the Cornell Hypertension Project which was a 
controlled study to see if patients with high blood pressure 



could be remotely influenced. The patients were only 
being influenced to improve their health, and they had 
agreed to be in a study. Although the study showed that 
temporary changes in blood pressure could be remotely 
brought about, permanent changes could not. However, if 
you can use remote influencing to heal, which was the 
intention of this Cornell hypertension study, itʼs reasonable 
to assume that you can also use it to harm.
! A number of skilled remote viewers have warned of 
the dangers of remote viewing if it is done incorrectly. In 
remote viewing, the minds of people become entangled. 
But this would be a bad thing if your mind became 
entangled with the mind of someone who is insane. 
Furthermore, if a remote viewer were to remotely view a 
violent crime scene, he might become emotionally 
overwhelmed by the psychic vibrations left there. If a 
remote viewer were to view the mind of a murderer, and 
this viewer were to fail to properly deprogram the RV 
session when he was done, he might find himself with 
murderous thoughts that he had subconsciously picked up 
from the target.
! In attempting to remotely influence a human target, 
whatever thoughts or attitudes are in that targetʼs 
subconscious mind may find their way into the 
subconscious mind of the remote influencer. So the 
remote influencer may turn out to be the one who is 
manipulated against his will. Therefore remote viewing or 
remote influencing are not disciplines which you should 
undertake lightly. As I have pointed out before, if you 



havenʼt been properly trained with remote viewing 
technology, you are at risk if you experiment with it.
! But if you were a skilled remote viewer, you could also 
practice remote influencing. In the process of remote 
influencing you would come up with a series of 
visualizations and corresponding physical actions 
designed to communicate effectively to your subconscious 
mind. Through visualizations and physical actions, the 
subconscious mind of the remote influencer is 
programmed to send out psychic messages. These 
psychic messages remotely manipulate the subconscious 
mind of a targeted human being. This would impact upon 
the thoughts and behavior of the target. In this way the 
targeted person would be influenced through a purely 
psychic methodology. But he would not be consciously 
aware of the fact that he had been manipulated.
! Remote influencing can be done to heal or to harm. 
The target of remote influencing might be mentally 
programmed to become healthier or to quit a bad habit. 
Or, he might be influenced to commit suicide. Or, he might 
be influenced to betray his country. Remote influencing 
turns the target into a puppet. The methodology itself can 
be used for good or evil purposes. Remote influencing of 
this sort has been done time and time again, and it is a 
proven technology of the mind. Itʼs also a technology that 
can be abused.
! The CIA, as well as those who have access to the 
CIAʼs research, know a great deal more about this 
technology than anyone else. I believe that itʼs reasonable 



to assume that this technology is being abused. The public 
can be manipulated like sheep through a combination of 
propaganda and structured remote influencing. And so 
long as the public is naive about the existence of psychic 
abilities, itʼs possible for unethical persons with this 
knowledge to manipulate individuals and even social 
trends by using remote influencing technology.
! Therefore, itʼs no wonder that so much disinformation 
has been disseminated about remote viewing. A great deal 
of effort has been used to insure that the general public 
think of remote viewing as a pseudoscience. However, the 
more you do research into remote viewing and remote 
influencing, the more you realize that these disciplines do 
work. So you should realize that this disinformation which 
denies the validity of remote viewing is deliberate, well 
organized and malevolent.
! Legitimate Criticisms about RV:
! Although RV does work, it isnʼt the only form of 
psychic training which does. One problem with RV is that it 
was developed by the military for military purposes. The 
best goals for psychic abilities are to attain self realization 
as well as to heal oneself and others. RV was not 
originally designed to meet those goals. It was designed 
with the goals of defeating the Soviet Union and all other 
enemies of the State. If you start out thinking of psychic 
abilities in terms of attacking your enemies, you start off 
with the wrong attitude. Military actions are about fear and 
aggression. But psychic abilities work better when they are 
based on feelings of love and a desire for health.



! Love based psychic powers are much more powerful 
than fear based psychic powers. The Heart Math Institute 
has done scientific, peer reviewed studies that suggest 
that love is more than just a nice idea, itʼs a powerful 
energetic force. For one thing, the electromagnetic field 
generated by the heart is 5000 times more powerful than 
the one generated by the brain. Directed loving thoughts 
measurably influence the double helix strands of DNA. 
Persons are measurably more intelligent when they are in 
a loving mood than when they are fearful or angry. Loving 
energy may even influence matter, such as that of water 
crystals. Put simply, the vibrational level of psychic energy 
when it is based on love is greater than the vibrational 
energies of fear, anger or hate.
! As mentioned earlier, Iʼm the author of the book, 
Psychic Development for Prosperity, Self Defense and 
Political Influence. In it I describe a series of techniques 
for psychic development which were developed by a 
secretive Christian think-tank. But you donʼt have to be a 
Christian to use them. These techniques can be used by 
anyone who has a faith in some type of loving, spiritual 
Higher Power. They are designed for persons who live 
their lives with an attitude of love. And some of the 
anonymous members of this Christian think tank are 
skilled remote viewers. And some of them were originally 
trained in the governmentʼs psychic research program. 
Once you train yourself in psychic self defense, it would be 
difficult or impossible for you to be the victim of hostile 
remote influencing. These methods of psychic 



development described in my book are much easier to 
train than RV and have no potential dangerous sides 
effects, as does RV. What most people want is to make 
their lives better, to be healthier and to help make the 
world a better place. And methods of psychic training less 
complex than RV can be used to achieve these goals.
! If you are interested in my book on Psychic 
Development or in my free videos on psychic self defense 
you can find information about them at this website below.
http://angelicdefenders.theshamecampaign.com/

! But I canʼt deny the value of RV. The advantage of RV 
is that when you do have a group of remote viewers who 
are well trained and directed by a leader who knows 
exactly what it can do, then there is the potential to receive 
information of a sort that no other psychic discipline which 
is presently available can achieve.
! Extraterrestrial Contact by Remote Viewing:
! Retired US Army Major Edward Dames was the head 
training and operations in the DIAʼs psychic intelligence 
unit. He has spoken on the show Coast to Coast and 
elsewhere about the nature of intelligent extraterrestrials. 
Iʼm not claiming that Ed Dames or any of the other remote 
viewers that Iʼve mentioned here would necessarily 
endorse my theories about extraterrestrial intelligence. 
Nor, in their training of remote viewers would they 
necessarily describe the process in the way that I have in 
this book. So you must understand that I am not speaking 
for them in any of these matters. But I do hope that I have 
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made the case that RV does work, and that Iʼve given you 
a reasonable explanation about why it works. Also, I 
believe that itʼs reasonable to say that among the most 
skilled of remote viewers there is the agreement that ETs 
do exist and that humanityʼs relationship with them is of 
vital concern.
! Once you understand about the significance of 
nonlocal interconnection, and once you understand about 
the size of the universe, you must realize two things. First, 
intelligent ETs undoubtably do exist somewhere else in the 
universe. Secondly, some of these ETs probably do have 
the ability to remotely view and to remotely influence 
humanity. Therefore, psychic ability and Ufology, rather 
than being fringe topics, are actually of vital concern.

UFOLOGY
! A few years back I was a co-host on a radio program 
broadcast by a station in the Midwestern United States. 
Whenever I could, I tried to do shows on ETs and Ufology.
! Here in Missouri, there have been a number of 
memorable UFO sightings. In 1973, in Piedmont, citizens 
and police reported their cars stalling when a mysterious 
light sped above them. In Elsinore, people observed 
strange lights in the sky, and one witness reported the 
landing of a disk-shaped craft with landing gears and 
portholes. It took off leaving scorch marks on the ground, 
which were later seen by others.
! There is a fascinating hearsay story about a Roswell-
like UFO crash in Missouri. At the time it took place it 



didnʼt reach the news media, but it did eventually become 
a part of the folklore of the region.
! This took place in the Spring of 1941 between 
Sikeston and Cape Giradeau at around 9:00 to 9:30 PM. 
The story is that a Baptist Minister, William Huffman, 
received a telephone call in which he was asked to come 
and pray for the pilots and passengers of a crashed 
aircraft. When he got there he found police, fire officials, 
military officers and the FBI. The wreckage did not look 
like that of a conventional aircraft. It was disc shaped and 
inside it there were hieroglyphic-like symbols. He also 
witnessed the dead bodies of little people with large black 
eyes. The Reverend and the other witnesses were all 
sworn to secrecy by the attending military personnel.
! But when he came home, mildly shocked by the 
experience, he recounted the story to his wife Floy and his 
sons. Many years later, on her death bed, Floy told the 
entire story to her daughter Charlette. And since then, she 
has told others. Her sister has confirmed this story. 
Clarance Schade, the brother of the local county sheriff at 
that time, recalls hearing a story from him about the crash 
of a “spaceship with little people.”
! Rev. William Huffman was a man of good reputation. 
His integrity was such that it was unlikely that he would lie 
about such a thing, and he was not known for practical 
jokes or flights of fancy. So those who knew of him 
believed that his character was such that he would not 
have made up this story. And that good reputation also 
applies to his wife and daughter. Some fire departments 



files seem to confirm some aspects of the story. And there 
there are some other interesting facts that relate to this 
story. The more you look into it, the more it has the ring of 
truth about it. Some serious UFO investigators have 
looked into this, but with little confirmation. So it remains 
an interesting hearsay story that many Missourians 
believe in spite of such thin evidence.
! These were just a few of the UFO incidents I talked 
about on the radio. We evoked more audience response 
from this topic of than from any other. Although the good 
Rev. Huffmanʼs story is based mostly upon hearsay, there 
are many other similar stories from around the world which 
are backed up with much more convincing evidence. Iʼve 
studied this subject off and on for decades, and anyone 
doing honest research must conclude that at least some of 
these UFO stories are true. Yet the mainstream media 
ignores UFO-truth as if it were of no importance, and 
anyone who tries to treat the subject in a serious manner 
is marginalized.
! The UFO-truth deniers say that Aliens couldnʼt travel 
to Earth from other star systems because of the great 
distances. The closest solar system to ours is Alpha 
Centauri, which is more than four light years away. Human 
beings do not presently have the technology which would 
allow us to come close to the speed of light in a space 
craft. But perhaps ETs do. Traveling close to the speed of 
light, it might take approximately five years to travel from 
that solar system to our solar system. However, for long-
living space-faring aliens that might not be a problem. 



Also, according Einsteinʼs theory, as you travel close to the 
speed of light, subjective time slows down. Years might 
only seem like months. Furthermore, advanced ETs might 
have those technologies beyond our own which allow 
them to bypass the barrier of the light-speed limitation. So 
interstellar space travel is a realistic possibility.
! Even some US Presidents have given credibility to 
the idea that UFOs from other worlds might be real.
! President Harry S. Truman didnʼt publicly admit to the 
existence of UFOs, but he did admit that if they did in fact 
exist, they were from other worlds.
! He said, “I can assure you that flying saucers, given 
that they exist, are not constructed by any power on 
Earth.”
! President Jimmy Carter said, “I donʼt laugh at people 
anymore when they say theyʼve seen UFOs. Iʼve seen one 
myself.”
! When he was the House Minority Leader, Gerald Ford 
wrote a letter to the Armed Services Committee saying, “I 
strongly recommend that there be a committee 
investigation of the UFO phenomena. I think we owe it to 
the people to establish credibility regarding UFOs and to 
produce the greatest enlightenment on this subject.”
! When before the United Nations, President Ronald 
Reagan said, “I occasionally think how quickly our 
differences worldwide would vanish if we were facing an 
alien threat from outside this world.”
! And here is a partial list of American astronauts who 
have admitted to witnessing UFOs of some kind:



! Mercury Astronauts: Donald Slayton, Joseph A. 
Walker, Scott Carpenter and Gordon Cooper.
! Gemini Astronauts: Ed White, James McDivitt and 
Frank Borman.
! Apollo Astronauts: Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and 
Eugene Cernan.
! Astronaut Scott Carpenter has said, “At no time, when 
the astronauts were in space were they alone: there was 
constant surveillance by UFOs.”
! Mikhail Gorbachev, Nobel Peace Prize winner and 
former leader to the Soviet Union said, “The phenomenon 
of UFOs does exist and it must be treated seriously.”
! Paul Hellyer, former Canadian Minister of Defense 
said, “UFOs are as real as the airplanes that fly over your 
head.”
! In his book Chariots of the Gods, Erich von Daniken 
popularized the idea that aliens may have been visiting the 
Earth since prehistoric times. As well as this, the author 
Zecharia Sitchin has studied ancient Sumerian writings 
and has concluded that extraterrestrials, called the 
Anunnaki, have periodically visited the Earth since 
prehistoric times. Anunnaki is sometimes translated as 
meaning, those who from the heavens come. 
! In fact there are many ancient mythological stories 
and paintings that suggest extraterrestrial visitation. 
Skeptics say that modern UFO sightings are just another 
mythological story and that gullible humans are 
psychologically predisposed to such mythologies. 
However, Alien abductions and UFO reports tend to be 



consistent throughout differing regions and time periods; 
this suggests that they are observations of a real 
phenomenon rather than imaginary flights of fancy. 
! Also there are many examples of ancient engineering 
feats that modern engineers cannot easily explain. For 
example, many top engineers have admitted that it would 
be impossible for contemporary human engineers to build 
the pyramids at Giza. But the Skeptics would have us 
believe that without any help, using primitive tools, the 
ancient Egyptians could do what we cannot do with our 
contemporary technology. And if you look for them, there 
are many other examples in archeology which suggest 
that a belief in ancient extraterrestrial visitors is not only 
reasonable, but itʼs perhaps the only rational explanation.
! Some Ufologists believe that the dropping of atomic 
bombs on two cities in Japan in 1945 may have triggered 
a response from the extraterrestrial community. This event 
may have created a heightened level of interest in 
humanity by ETs who may fear that our species might 
become a threat to Pax Galaxias, the peace of the Galaxy. 
This may have been what caused an increase of UFO 
activity on Earth following the Second World War.
! The UFO phenomenon was introduced to the media 
of modern world in 1947 when the pilot Ken Arnold 
observed nine flying disks near Mt. Rainier traveling at a 
speed of 1800 MPH. Newspapers across the country 
reported dozens of sightings after this. The US Air Force 
began Project Sign to study this phenomenon. At first it 
was believed that the flying saucers were of Soviet design. 



At Air Material Command in Wright Davis Air Force, 
General Twining wrote a memo stating that these 
observations were real and not fictitious.
! The atomic bombing of Japan had been conducted by 
the 509th Composite Group of the US Air Force in 1945. 
By 1947, the 509th was the host organization at the 
airfield in Roswell, New Mexico.
! On July 8th, 1947 the Roswell Army Air Field public 
relations officer Walter Haut announced that a crashed 
flying disk had been recovered at a nearby ranch. This 
made the headline of the local paper. The next day 
General Ramey publicly denied this statement saying that 
it was merely a fallen weather ballon. Weeks later Truman 
signed the National Security Act and the Cold War officially 
began. Project Sign was replaced by Project Grudge and 
the official cover-up began. The news media and the 
government began to work together to ridicule all persons 
who reported sightings.
! In November of 1947, President Truman created a 
secret research and development intelligence operation to 
study the UFO issue. It was designed to be directly 
responsible only to the President of the United States. Itʼs 
code name was Majestic 12 (Majic 12) later to be known 
simply as MJ 12. Admiral Hillenkoetter may have been the 
only MJ 12 founding member who believed that the public 
should be kept in the loop about UFOs.
! Thereʼs no indication that this group has ever been 
disbanded, and its information has always remained 
classified. Presently the covert governmental research into 



UFOs is still being done by secret intelligence groups. 
They may not call themselves MJ 12 anymore, and since 
9/11 they may report to a shadow government rather than 
the President, but they donʼt share what they learn with 
the public, and that is the legacy of MJ 12.
! In groups like this, the flow of information only goes in 
one direction. All of the information that was acquired by 
Project Sign and Project Grudge was made available to 
MJ 12, but MJ 12 only shared itʼs information with 
President Truman.
! Project Grudge was eventually changed to Project 
Bluebook. Its purpose was two fold. All UFO sightings 
were divided into two categories. The easily dismissed 
cases were made public. These were incidences when an 
observer mistook some mundane phenomenon for a flying 
saucer. This type of confusion might be caused by a 
weather ballon, a flock of birds or the planet Venus. And 
the people who made  these mistaken observations were 
ridiculed by the news media. However, any sighting that 
might possibly be real was kept secret and investigated. 
And some of the early Bluebook investigators took their 
work seriously. But Project Bluebook was such a 
successful disinformation tool that public belief in UFOs 
did decrease as a result of it.
! When I was young I would often hear naysayers ask, 
“If the UFOs are real, why donʼt they just land on the lawn 
of the White House?”
! But in fact, in July of 1952, there was an incident 15 
miles from the White House in which numerous flying 



saucers were visually observed and witnessed as as solid 
blips on radar screens. Lt. William Patterson was one of 
the jet pilots who chased these flying disks and he gave 
an interview about this incident to the Washington Times 
Herald. General Sanford referred to these statements as, 
“Credible Observations.”
! This incident had been preceded by hundreds of UFO 
sightings earlier that year along the East Coast. When this 
phenomenon reached the Washington DC area, Al Chop, 
a public relations man for the Pentagon, was in the tower 
at the nearby air field. He observed that the radar blips 
were solid, and he heard the pilots making radio reports. 
They described the saucers as making seemingly 
impossible maneuvers before flying away at fantastic 
speeds. After witnessing all this Al Chop went from being a 
skeptic to a believer. The Washington DC incident was 
reported nationally. Al Chop would go on to help make a 
movie about all this, which was titled UFO. It was released 
in 1956. But by then, continual disinformation by the 
government and the media had suppressed the publicʼs 
belief in this phenomenon.
! As explained above, whenever the government wants 
to cover-up something, they hire the professional liars at 
the CIA. The CIAʼs Robertson Panel was commissioned in 
1952 and began official meetings the next year. Before 
this panel began to meet, Air Force Officer Edward J. 
Ruppelt had lead the investigations in the Bluebook 
Project. He had done serious UFO investigations for years 
and was known to be fair and open minded. But the CIA 



put an end to all that. The Panel concluded that the 
government should mount a campaign to discredit all UFO 
reports and to infiltrate all civilian UFO groups. After the 
Robertson Panel, Bluebookʼs only real function was 
disinformation and Ruppelt was reassigned. After that, any 
real government research into UFOs was kept completely 
classified, and Bluebook became nothing but a 
disinformation scam which was eventually disbanded.
! But this didnʼt stop UFO investigations by concerned 
citizens who werenʼt fooled by the CIA cover-up. Major 
Donald Keyhoe (Ret.) co-founded (NICAP) the National 
Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena. He 
continually spoke out against the government cover-up 
and gave credibility to UFO research. But the government 
did everything it could to interfere with his work. When 
speaking on a live television show, the Armstrong Circle 
Theatre, he was censored when the audio was 
deliberately cut off. 
! In 1966 the government again attempted another 
disinformation campaign using the University of Colorado 
which was paid $313,000 for its cooperation. Edward 
Condon headed a committee that was supposed to do an 
objective investigation. However, in August of 1966 
Condon wrote a memo to two University administrators 
that would later be intercepted and made public. This 
memo made it clear that he intended that his report would 
find that “UFOs have no basis in reality.” So there was 
never really any objective scientific research being done 
by him. Originally Donald Keyhoe and NICAP had 



cooperated with the Condon Committee. But when it 
became clear that this so-called study was never anything 
but a cover-up, Keyhoe resigned. 
! His actions did much to inspire the continuance of 
UFO research by concerned citizens. The original NICAP 
existed until the 1980s. By then other groups had been 
created and were continuing the work. Such research is 
presently being conducted by MUFON (the Mutual UFO 
Network), CUFOS (the Center for UFO Studies), and 
others.
! In order to suppress the information that is being put 
out by these legitimate UFO research organizations, since 
the 1960s the government has used yet another 
disinformation tacit to distract public attention. By giving 
relatively modest amounts of funding money to radio 
astronomy projects, the governmentʼs UFO-truth deniers 
have pretended to take the search for extraterrestrial 
intelligence seriously.
! Some radio astronomy projects are referred to as 
SETI, the Search for ExtraTerrestrial Intelligence. In all 
fairness, I canʼt characterize SETI in a negative way. The 
use of radio astronomy to analyze possible extraterrestrial 
activity does make sense. However, my concern is that 
radio astronomy is being irrationally promoted as the only 
way to look for extraterrestrial intelligence. The UFO-truth 
deniers have created a mythological story in which they 
assume that all UFO reports based here on Earth have 
been discredited, which they havenʼt been. This fantasy 
story of theirs would leave radio astronomy (which only 



looks for radio signals from far away solar systems) as the 
only valid method to search for extraterrestrial intelligence.
! The idea that radio astronomy is the best way to 
search for extraterrestrial intelligence has been 
popularized because the work of the Skeptic and 
cosmologist Carl Sagan. I have mixed feelings about him. 
Although he was a affable public speaker and author who 
did much to make the subject of astronomy interesting, he 
never fully acknowledged the credibility of UFO research. 
He often seemed to dismiss or ignore the serious work 
being done by those UFO investigators who have realized 
that the Alien visitors have already come here to Earth. 
But he did show integrity when he criticized the Condon 
Committee report for being too narrow-minded. And he 
risked his career when he protested against the war in 
Vietnam and spoke out against nuclear war.
! The truth is that radio astronomy is only one method 
in a wide variety of research systems. There have been 
those who analyze photographs of UFOs, those who study 
the trace materials left behind by UFOs and those who 
interview witnesses. And there are other ways to analyze 
data relating to this subject. There have been some very 
competent and well educated Ufologists who have studied 
this phenomena in a serious way, and their work deserves 
more respect than it has received.
! To name just a few:
! Jacques Vallee, computer scientist
! Nick Pope, former British Defense Ministry Head of 
the UFO Desk



! Stanton Friedman, nuclear physicist
! J. Allen Hyneck, astronomer and former Bluebook 
investigator
! Allan Hendry, astronomer
! James E. McDonald, physicist
! John F. Schuessler, NASA and aerospace 
administrator
! Lt. Col. Wendelle Stevens, photographic analysis 
expert
! In spite of such serious research, the UFO-truth 
deniers continue their childish ridicule of anyone who tries 
the enlighten the public. Their obsessive denial is really a 
form of neurosis. The UFO-truth deniers have preached a 
fantasy story in which they claim that any ETs which might 
exist must be light years away, separated by the vast 
ocean of space which can never be crossed except by 
radio waves. However, there is a psychological component 
to this fantasy story. Most people are afraid of the Aliens 
from outer space. Most people donʼt want to know the 
truth about the Aliens, they want to live in denial. And 
those beliefs which people accept as being true are rarely 
based on reason or on evidence. Peer pressure and a 
need to look to authority are the primary drivers in most 
peopleʼs belief systems. Also, when it comes to UFOs, the 
Skeptics believe what they do because of their inability to 
face their fear of the unknown.
! Saganʼs enthusiastic search for far away 
extraterrestrials was psychologically safe for people, and it 
allowed people to get used to the idea that ETs exist 



without triggering their fears. So I have to admit that 
Saganʼs approach did have certain virtues.
! I canʼt say that radio astronomy research is without 
scientific merit, however there is something about itʼs 
basic research method which many people fail to 
understand. The truth is that any television signal 
broadcast from Earth would degrade long before it came 
close to the nearest solar system. There is a principle of 
science known as the inverse square law. In terms of radio 
astronomy, this means that a radio signal degrades at an 
exponential rate the further it travels. At twice the distance 
itʼs 1/4 as great. At ten times the distance itʼs 1/100th as 
great. And the signal degrades rapidly in this manner until 
it disappears from any ordinary detection system. 
However, advanced extraterrestrials might have 
developed technologies that can detect these faint signals. 
But if you understand quantum nonlocal interconnection, 
remote viewing, telepathy and the fact that the Aliens are 
already here -- itʼs absurd to assume that radio astronomy 
is the only method for detecting extraterrestrial 
intelligence.
! However, the periodic and modest government 
funding of radio astronomy is not a waste. This science 
has shown that radio signals can be aimed, focused and 
amplified. And this could be used for communication in 
long distance space travel. And radio astronomy has 
produced quite a bit of other valid scientific data. There 
can be no doubt that most SETI members are competent 
and sincere. And some SETI members do believe in 



Ufology. But itʼs unlikely that advanced ET civilizations in 
far away solar systems would use radio signals as a way 
of contacting us. And if radio astronomers have detected 
UFO activities in our own solar system (which may be 
what theyʼre actually looking for) this information has been 
withheld from the public.
! However the modest government funding will likely 
continue even without any announcement by radio 
astronomers of any intelligent extraterrestrial contact. This 
is because, in so far as the government is concerned, 
radio astronomyʼs real job is to discourage all public 
acceptance of Ufology.
! In spite of this, enough honest research has been 
done by Ufologists to conclude some things about these 
flying saucers which do in fact exist. Some of the UFO 
sightings are experimental flying craft built by the 
government in classified programs. Bob Lazar worked as 
a scientist at the Area 51 Air Force Groom Lake test range 
site. He has talked about the back engineering of Alien 
flying saucers which went on there. Other researchers 
have looked into this as well. Thereʼs no doubt that these 
experimental, human-made craft are based on 
technologies which are of extraterrestrial origins. 
Therefore itʼs difficult for civilian observers to know if what 
they are seeing is truly Alien or merely derived from Alien 
technology. However, based on landing gear imprints, 
some of these craft must weigh several tons. Repeated 
observations have shown that they are sometimes seen 
coming out of larger cigar shaped motherships that can be 



up to a thousand feet long. At night halos of light have 
been seen surrounding such craft. Speeds of up to 9000 
MPH have been observed on radar and altitudes of up to 
60,000 feet.
! Respected aerodynamicist Paul H. Hill was a former 
NASA engineer who wrote about flying saucers in his 
book, Unconventional Flying Objects. He suggested that 
elementary particles such as electrons or protons are 
ejected to form a plasma cone beneath the craft. Most of 
the thrust is used to allow the craft to hover. When it tilts, 
that moves the cone of plasma back so that it pushes the 
craft forward. It can slow down or stop by tilting in the 
other direction, and the craft can take off at fantastic 
speeds by tilting on its side to fly like a jet. It can make 
sudden reversals by flipping over. All of these maneuvers 
have been observed by those witnessing UFOs.
! Some UFO investigators specialize in the physical 
evidence that is left behind by UFOs, such as burn marks. 
Many people believe that crop circles are somehow being 
created by UFOs or some other extraterrestrial activity. 
Crop circles have been seen in England going back to 
Medieval times. But crop circle sightings began in earnest 
during the 1980s. These crop circles have become 
increasingly complex over time. They seem to represent 
sacred geometry expressed in the form of mandalas 
intended to heal humanity and the Earth.
! There can be no doubt that UFO activity is actively 
reshaping our world. And many reliable persons with 



insider information from the government have 
acknowledged this.
! Apollo14 Astronaut Edgar Mitchell said, “And the 
evidence points to the fact that Roswell was a real 
incident, and that indeed an alien craft did crash, and that 
material was recovered from that crash site.”
! Consider some of the revelations that have been 
made by Col. Philip J. Corso (Ret.) in his book The Day 
After Roswell. Corso was a special assistant to Lt. General 
Arthur Trudeau who headed Army Research and 
Development. Corso was the Chief of the Foreign 
Technology Desk in the Pentagon. This office was in 
charge of taking technology artifacts so that they could be 
reverse-engineered. This process involves the scientific 
analysis of crashed flying craft to see what technological 
secrets can be learned from the wreckage. Corso revealed 
that not only did they have recovered technology from 
Russian crashed aircraft and that of other countries, they 
also had the recovered technology from the saucer crash 
which took place at Roswell, New Mexico. Corso was 
instructed to distribute recovered materials from it to 
certain corporate research labs. This resulted in the 
development of fiber optics, integrated circuits, particle 
beams, advanced lasers and Kevlar bullet proof vests. 
Consider all the ways in which these technologies have 
altered human civilization.
! There have been those who have tried to attack 
Corsoʼs credibility, but thatʼs difficult to do. Corsoʼs career 
suggests integrity and competence. Corso was Chief of 



the Counter Intelligence Corp in Rome. Later he was on 
the staff of President Eisenhowerʼs National Security 
Council as well as other important posts before before 
becoming the Chief of the Pentagonʼs Foreign Technology 
Desk. Because his career was in military intelligence, itʼs 
probable that he had quiet permission from those in 
authority to make public these facts about the back-
engineered Roswell technology. At the time of his bookʼs 
first release, the Head of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, Strom Thurmond, endorsed Corsoʼs integrity 
in the bookʼs preface. Although Senator Thurmond would 
later say that he knew nothing of any government cover-
up, itʼs likely that Thurmond and others in positions of 
authority actually wanted the release of this information. 
After all, this release of information was done in such a 
way so that those in authority could maintain credible 
deniability. And the Roswell book helped to promote 
support for the project that had started as Reaganʼs Star 
Wars Strategic Defense Initiative. By 1998, under Clinton, 
this Reagan-era program had been renamed and public 
enthusiasm for it was waning. In his book, released in 
1998, Corso made this Strategic Defense Initiative seem 
important again. He made the case that this program was 
never really about protecting us from human enemies so 
much as it was about protecting us from Alien Invaders.
! This brings up the point about whether or not the ETs 
are friendly or hostile. I believe that some are hostile and 
that some are friendly. A person who has had friendly 
communication with an ET is called a contactee. Persons 



who have been abducted against their will by Aliens are 
called abductees. And this Alien abduction phenomenon 
certainly suggests that at least some Aliens are very 
hostile. In an incident which took place in the 1960s, Betty 
and Barney Hill experienced missing time as they were 
driving home one night. Later, under hypnosis, they 
recalled being abducted by Aliens and subjected to an 
examination that was terrifying, painful and humiliating. 
And many others have shared this experience. In the 
1980s, Budd Hopkins and Whitney Strieber popularized 
this abduction phenomenon. The Travis Walton incident 
also did much to bring this into public awareness. These 
aliens are described as having different forms. Some are 
short grey aliens with black almond shaped eyes. 
However, similar grey aliens who are taller, and who look 
like praying mantis, seem to be in charge. There are also 
humanoid Aliens with a reptilian appearance. And 
abductees as well as contactees have described other 
types of extraterrestrials.
! Many researchers who have studied these abductions 
have concluded that hostile Aliens Invaders are gathering 
genetic materials from humanity so that they can create a 
hybrid race of alien/humans. Some abductees have 
recalled observing part human, part Alien hybrids. These 
Aliens are apparently doing this as part of a plan to take 
over our world through a depopulation agenda directed at 
our human race. When you consider the cruelty of the 
treatment that abducted human beings are subjected to, 
there can be no doubt that some of these Aliens are 



hostile to humanity and that they are intending us harm. 
And when this is viewed in light of other political 
developments from around the world, one might 
reasonably concluded that the Alien Invasion of Earth is 
already underway and is being conducted under a cloak of 
invisibility. This strategy makes sense because human 
beings canʼt resist the Alien Invaders so long as their very 
existence is ignored.
! When the Nazis invaded France, there were patriotic 
French citizens who fought against them in the French 
Resistance. But there were other French citizens who 
became Nazi Collaborators and betrayed their country. So 
the question is, if the hostile Aliens are in the process of 
invading us, would there be humans who would betray the 
people of Earth and work as Alien Collaborators?
! The answer to that question is “yes.” These Alien 
Collaborators already exist. They are well known, highly 
organized and well funded. They call themselves the 
Transhumanists.
! The word Transhumanism was coined by Julian 
Huxley who was a leader in the United Nations and an 
Eugenist. In 1957 he wrote about this subject claiming that 
humanity should take control of the process of evolution 
and transcend itself. But this Transhumanist movement did 
not become popular until the 1990s. Contemporary 
Transhumanists openly state that their goal is to put an 
end to humanity. They openly plan the extinction of our 
species. They plan to replace human beings with a new 
improved species. They plan to do this with genetic 



engineering, cyborg technology, nanotechnology and 
supercomputers. They even suggest a timeline for this 
replacement of humanity by these newly designed 
intelligent non-humans. A Transhumanist leader, Ray 
Kurzweil, has said that there will be a global government 
by the year 2020. And he seems to have an insider track 
on all this. 
! So the question then is, will this intended global 
government be run by human beings or by the Alien 
Invaders?
! Furthermore, you might consider that the Alien 
Invaders already have a secret, shadow government in 
place. There have always been powerful and wealthy 
aristocrats behind the scenes subtly influencing 
governmental activities to their advantage. Through secret 
societies, powerful nonprofit organizations and financial 
institutions, the governments of the world are obviously 
being manipulated by something other than democratic 
processes. And collectively these influences may be 
thought of as a global shadow government of the wealthy 
elite. But when you take into consideration what is 
revealed by a knowledge of remote influencing and 
Ufology, it becomes feasible to consider that this shadow 
government is itself only a puppet to the hostile Alien 
Invaders.
! And at times this Alien takeover is brazenly revealed. 
The Transhumanistʼs Singularity University is a prominent 
feature of the NASA Ames Research Center. The word 
Singularity foresees an event in which the human race is 



to be transformed by developing technologies into 
something new. But there are those of us who doubt that 
the intentions behind this Singularity movement are 
benevolent. The process of Alien conquest was begun by 
the Anunnaki Aliens thousands of years ago in ancient 
Sumer. Now itʼs approaching a point of no return with a 
Singularity event in which humanity is to be merged and 
consumed by Alien technology.
! This Transhumanist movement seems to have been 
perfectly designed to serve the intentions of the Alien 
Invaders. Knowingly or unwittingly, the Transhumanists are 
doing exactly what the Alien Invaders want them to. When 
you combine a knowledge of the Alien hybrid experiments 
with the goals of the Transhumanists, it paints a picture of 
a group of Alien Collaborators, no better than the Nazi 
Collaborators of WWII, who plan to betray humanity. So 
the world is beginning to divide into those who would 
serve the Alien Invaders and those who would defend 
humanity.
! And I would stand with those who oppose these 
hostile Alien Invaders. I do believe that the galactic 
community is watching us and that we live in the time of 
judgement. But there are benevolent ETs who would help 
us if we learn to open our minds to them through the 
positive development of our psychic abilities. As a 
Christian, I believe that God will see us through this crisis. 
And I believe that persons of all faiths and philosophies 
will come together to face these challenges. So that in the 
end, humanity will survive.



! Viva La Resistance!
! In other books that Iʼve written, Iʼve addressed the 
issue of the overwhelming Alien threat that dominates our 
world now. Iʼve shown the relationship between 
governmental corruption, Satanic secret societies and the 
Alien Invaders. And Iʼve talked about some practical 
solutions to this threat and strategies for dealing with it.
 
For more information about books and videos by Kerth 
Barker visit this website below.
http://angelicdefenders.theshamecampaign.com/

BOOKS FOR SALE BY KERTH BARKER

Psychic Development for Prosperity, Self Defense & 
Political Influence
This book describes practical and safe techniques for 
realizing psychic powers. This methodology was 
developed by a secretive think tank. Itʼs a unique system 
not described anywhere else. This system is much easier 
to learn than remote viewing and has a wider spectrum of 
applications.

Angelic Defenders & Demonic Abusers - Memoirs of a 
Satanic Ritual Abuse Survivor
This book is a personal testimony about my experiences 
with Satanic Ritual Abuse and the persons who helped me 
to escape from the cult that was abusing me. Warning: 
This book contains explicit descriptions of child sexual 

http://angelicdefenders.theshamecampaign.com
http://angelicdefenders.theshamecampaign.com


abuse and torture. Children should not be exposed to this 
information.

Testimonials from the readers of Angelic Defenders:

“Horrible and fascinating . . . very well written. I believe it 
to be fact...it is certainly convincing. It does seem to 
explain a lot of things I have read about or heard 
about...Ultimately this was a tale of great suffering that led 
to redemption and understanding...I bow to the author for 
overcoming the most horrendous abuse and saving 
himself – i.e., saving his own soul. I salute him.”

" “Couldnʼt put it down.” Maryann

“This is a really good book. Everyone should read it, to get 
a good idea of what the world is up against. The illuminati 
are the biggest problem humanity faces. This book, and 
his first, sheds a light on their evil and psychopathy. The 
book is easy to read and interesting. Mr. Barker deserves 
so much credit and thanks for exposing them.” Cathy

" Thank you so much… Im sorry you had to go thru 
misery. I send you light with might from the highest form of 
respect and love possible.” Al

“This is very courageous of you and I hope that this book 
will circulate all over the planet and make more people 
aware.” Sophie



" “We have to awake spiritually and we can put an end 
to this right now.” Nicole

“Thanks for your courage.The quicker we get this info out 
there, the more people we can wake up and hopefully get 
real justice and lock up these sickoʼs once and for all and 
free humanity from this insanity.” Tony

" “Thanks for surviving to tell us the truth.” Beatriz

“I got the link from Davidicke.com. thank you,” Aneta

" “Although not a victim in this lifetime, certain pointers 
in my astrological chart point to some sort of systemic 
abuse in previous lifetimes. This may explain my interest 
in the occult, and in a horribly fascinated way – SRA, MK 
Ultra, Alien interference etc. As a mother of two I love and 
cherish their beautiful souls and will fight against these 
“humans” who commit these crimes and those who let it 
happen. Thanks to the internet we are waking up to the 
deception and horror of our ruling elite and their minions. 
A lot of warriors of Love are incarnating and are ready to 
stand ground and take back our planet! Bring it on!!!!” 
Chris

Cannibalism, Blood Drinking & High-Adept Satanism
This book is another personal testimony based on my own 
experiences surviving abuse in a Satanic cult. And I also 



share what I have learned from others about the hidden 
nature of Satanic secret societies. It shares insider 
information and insights that you are not likely to find 
elsewhere. Warning: This book contains disturbing 
descriptions of torture, violence and cannibalism as well 
as sexual abuse. Children should not be exposed to this 
information.

Mental Liberation in the Age of Thought Control
This book describes some of my personal experiences 
with Satanic Ritual Abuse and MK ULTRA mind control. It 
also describes my experiences with a deprogramming 
therapy system that helped me to recover. This book does 
not give advice for therapy, but it DOES describe therapy 
methods not talked about anywhere else. Warning: This 
book contains disturbing descriptions of torture and sexual 
abuse. Children should not be exposed to this information.

FREE VIDEOS BY KERTH BARKER
The website listed above also contains free videos by 
Kerth Barker. These videos deal with the following 
subjects:
* Psychic Self Defense
* The Occult Practices involved with the murder of JFK
* Satanic Chants and Warnings about Satanism
* The Television interview of Kerth Barker by Jeanice 

Barcello


